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What is a cynic? A man who knows
the price of everything and the value of
nothing.
- Oscar Wilde

nless it is purchased to
re-sell, the value of a
bouquet of flowers is
seldom its price; it relies
more on the emotions elicited in the
recipient and less on the vendor’s
business profit. An investment can
arguably be viewed in the same way.
A decision not conducive to a person’s well-being is a decision not
worth making; that ultimately is a
judgement call based on personal
values, not on market prices. As
obvious as this might sound, investors too often voluntarily give up
making those decisions themselves
and let the market price dictate the
quality of their investments.

The key is matching the characteristics of investments to those of the
investor himself. Only then do the
benefits of investing become real.

Anxiety over changing price quotes
is understandable because it is difficult to gauge the true significance of
any one piece of information against
the others. Doubts arise from the
fear that the market – the collective
invisible competitors – knows something that the investor doesn’t.
True as that may be, the relevance
of the information is hardly the
same for everyone. Price changes
caused by a temporary hiccup in a
company’s operation are irrelevant
to the investor who plans to own
shares in the business for decades.
And price changes caused by demographic shifts over a ten-year span
are irrelevant to a frenetic daytrader.

In Ben Graham’s timeless book, The
Intelligent Investor, an acute analogy
is made about the relative positions
of the investor and the overall market. Graham introduces a character
named ‘Mr. Market’ who every day
obligingly tells investors – as partial
business owners – what he thinks is
the value of other investors’ ownership interests. How is the investor to
decide their transactions with Mr.
Market? Like all astute business people, the investor ought to consider his
own valuation first and Mr. Market’s
opinion second.

Many questions might follow the
observation of share price changes:
•

What are the causes of the
changes?

•

How long are resultant price
changes expected to persist?

•

What is the price change’s implication for the entire investment portfolio?

•

What is the impact on the investor’s current and future well-being?

Or in another analogy: would you
decide sell your home by taking the
first offer price without evaluating
the costs and benefits of alternatives?
After all, Mr. Market’s price quote is
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nothing but another piece of information; and that piece of information has little to say about the value
of your investment for Mr. Market
knows nothing about your desires
and goals.1
Hence, in addition to expected risk
and return considerations, investors
should reflect upon their own
‘Liquidity Needs’, ‘Time Horizon’,
‘Legal Constraints’, ‘Tax Considerations’, and ‘Other Unique Circumstances’. More than just labels that
specify the suitability of investments, these considerations can actually optimize an investor’s return
and enhance his welfare. This point
stems from the competitiveness of
capital markets.
Every market participant looks for
maximum return with minimal risk
in the shortest amount of time. Getting two out three is extraordinary,
and achieving all three is theoretically impossible.
Consequently,
there are always tradeoffs: if you
want greater returns, you must undertake greater risks.
These inherent tradeoffs create distinct segments in the capital markets. Each segment is represented
by a combination of investment
tools and approaches. An investor
should therefore settle in the segment where he has the most competitive advantage. Risk and liquidity premiums, for example, are
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transfers of wealth between market
participants with different risk appetites and with different investment time
frames. It does not
make sense for an investor with a long
time frame to engage 1600
in short term specula1200
tion – i.e., switching
from a receiving to a
800
paying position of li400
quidity premiums.
Even if outsized re0
turns occur, the long
3-Apr-2006
term horizon requires
reinvesting the speculative gains and assuming the originally
unintended risks.
Consistent matching
of the investor and his 1600
suitable investment
segment is easier said 1200
than done. The obvi800
ous temptation comes
from Mr. Market’s
400
whispers that invoke
either greed or fear.
0
By heeding price mo3-Oct-1986
mentum without regards to an established
investment philosophy one gives up
the most valuable commodity sought
in the market: Certainty. After all,
no one is better informed about the
investor than the investor himself;
and if one is certain enough about his
investment goals, price quotes are
merely a form in which the goal will
emerge at its designated time. Treating market price as if it is the ultimate investment guideline detracts
from the investor’s capability.
The situation is further complicated
by technology and trading speed.
Thomson Financial, a business information group, is reported to generate
some business news with computer

programs – a completely automated
process. Sensitive information can be
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parts. Since there is no proven way
of knowing if one is arriving at the
earlier or at the latter stage
of price changes, one puts
himself at his competitors’
mercy.
On the other hand, if one
invests in quality assets for
the long term there are natural benefits to be had in the
form of ‘option values’ and
‘opportunity cost-savings’.
The option values arise from
the discretion of the timing
of what and when to buy or
to sell and the allowance of
time for investments to
grow, etc. The opportunity
cost-savings come from
smaller transaction costs,
less time and effort needed
for minute-to-minute monitoring, and smaller income
tax bills.
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None of these benefits are
shown on the big board
along with ticker symbols
and price quotes. It is, of
course, up to the investor to
29-Sep-2006
know himself and to determine his investment goals.
distributed to Thomson’s clients in as Giving less credence to the minute
little as 0.3 seconds upon disclosures. by minute noise from the markets
Unidentified hedge funds are reported allows the investor to focus on his
to have taken the idea further by own investment decisions. The reautomating their trading decision- sults could be superior wealth accumaking and execution based upon mulation and preservation as well as
greater peace of mind.
these disclosures.2
This is but one example of the difficulties in earning short term profits in
the capital markets. Today success
requires talent, a large capital base,
cost outlays, and very often luck; in
the case above, a speedy internet connection would be helpful too. Average short term investors ride price
momentum initiated or terminated
by their large and numerous counter-

Much like the proffering or receipt of
a bouquet of flowers, deciding to
invest long term in quality assets
has other rewards.
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